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reading a text or listening to a speech and restating the topic or subject
 

Viewing an AD or image and summarizing what is there
 

vehemently stating your own opinion on the topic of the writing,
speech or image

  
pinpointing the choices made and defining the rhetorical devices (e.g.,
"this is an example of pathos because it pulls at the heart strings" or
"This is an example of anaphora because it repeats the word
'Americans'.").  

 
Rhetorical Analysis is about looking at how all the little parts
contribute to the effectiveness of the author's purpose.        

Rhetorical Analysis is Not . . .



Rhetorical analysis requires you to focus on what happens
behind the scenes of arguments, and comment on specific
features that Make the speech, Text or visual Emotionally  Rich
or effective at achieving its Goal.

 SPACE

SOUND TOO CHALLENGING?
HAVE NO FEAR--SPACE CAT IS HERE!

CAT

Helps you read and understand a rhetorical work
by focusing on what matters
 
 
Requires analysis of specific features that make the
rhetorical work rich or effective



Speaker
Who Wrote This?
What do we know about him/her?
What DON'T we know About Him/Her?
Does this text have a particular
meaning because of who wrote it
or  said it?

 Examples: A politician's Tweet, a social activist's blog post, a billionaire's
commencement speech at a university, a comedian's response to a current
event. . .etc. 



PURPOSE
WHAT IS THE WRITER/SPEAKER HOPING TO
ACCOMPLISH BY PUTTING THIS OUT INTO
THE WORLD?

  

EXAMPLE: TO INFORM, TO INSPIRE, TO PERSUADE, TO CONVINCE OR CALL TO ACTION, TO
ENTERTAIN . . . ETC.

**REMEMBER THAT THE MAIN IDEA OR THESIS OF THE
TEXT/SPEECH/Visual IS NOT THE SAME AS PURPOSE!



AUDIENCE
WHO WAS THE AUDIENCE FOR THIS 

 PIECE? WAS THAT THE INTENDED AUDIENCE?
WHAT DID THE WRITER/SPEAKER/Artist ASSUME
ABOUT HIS/HER AUDIENCE? HOW DO HIS/HER
ASSUMPTIONS IMPACT WHAT HE/SHE SAYS AND
HOW HE/SHE SAYS IT?

 EXAMPLES: citizens watching a presidential debate, a crowd at a rally,
overprotective parents, readers of a newspaper, etc. 



Context
What was happening in the world when this
text/speech/Visual was produced?
What were the biggest issues on the
writer's/Speaker's/Artist's mind at the time and
is he/she addressing these issues directly or
indirectly?
How would this same text/speech be received
differently by a different audience or in a
different time?

 Example: MLK's "I have a dream" speech was delivered during the civil rights movement



Exigence
Why write or say this NOW?
What was the spark or catalyst that moved
the writer or speaker to act?

 **Note that context is "happening" ALL THE
TIME, BUT USUALLY AN EVENT SERVES AS
EXIGENCE.

EXAMPLE: THE #METOO MOVEMENT Took Off After HIGH PROFILE MEN WERE CALLED
OUT FOR SEXUAL HARASSMENT/EXPLOITATION/MISCONDUCT. This empowered all the
other alleged victims to speak up. 



CHOICES
Why does the writer/speaker/visual
artist make each choice? 

**Think about all the rhetorical jujitsu
you learned in Thank you for Arguing.
What are the rhetorical reasons for these
choices? 

Example:a speechwriter may begin with an anecdote, then move to
describing a process of change, and end with a call to action.



Appeals

**Review what you learned about Aristotle and these 3
appeals in Thank you for Arguing.  

Examples: Bringing up One's Personal experience and expertise in the Topic/Subject=
Ethos; Telling a moving Story= Pathos; Using Statistics and facts= Logos

MEOW

Appeal to Emotion (Pathos)
Appeal to Authority/character (Ethos)
Appeal to Logic (Logos)



Tone
What is the Writer's/speaker's/Artist's

 attitude toward the subject?
How do you know what his/her attitude Is?
Where  is the Evidence?
Where does the tone shift? When? Why? 

Example: A religious eulogy may begin with a mournful tone, then move to a
comforting or inspirational tone. 


